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The Calvin cycle and the C pathway of photosyn4
thesis are compared. The former
is the only known
autocatalytic sequence able to support plant
growth. Also reviewed are regulatory properties of
enzymes, including light-mediated activation;
photorespiration; and starch and sucrose metabolism. [The SC!® indicates that this paper has been
cited in over135 publications, making t one of the
nine most-cited papers published in this journal
after 1975.]
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Prague in April 1974 was all-inspiring. The Old
World character of the city and obvious charm of
its inhabitants were not marred by the excessive
hustle and bustle that irritates many cities. It was
easy to think and talk there. Martiq,Gibbs, Erwin
Latzko, and I were visiting Zden~kSest~k,executive editor of Photosynthetica, and a genuinely
wonderful host. He is even familiar to my daughters Madeleine and Vivienne (who were not born
then) through his gift of KniFka Ferdy Mravence (a
delightfully illustrated children’s book by 0.
Sekora).
Well, naturally enough, we four (three seniors
and I, the junior) discussed, among other topics,
photosynthesis. In particular, we focused on photosynthetic carbon metabolism, which had experienced a formidable wave of advances1 during the
preceding eight years. Hatch and Slack had introduced C plants. Work in 3the laboratories of
4
Krotkov, Tolbert,
and Zelitch,
and the discovery

of ribulose bisphosphate
oxygenase by Bowes,
5
Ogren, and Hageman, had:established photorespiration as a major process, quite distinct from
mitochondrial respiration. The principal lines of
communication between the chloroplast and cyto6
plasm had been revealed by Heldt and Rapley’s
discovery of chloroplast envelope translocators.
It was clear that carbon metabolism in the photosynthetic cell could no longer be viewed as comparable to the classic “metabolic map” of heterotrophic cells with a revoIving~Calvincycle superimposed during the hoUrs of sunshine. Other major
processes, including the photorespiratory glycolate pathway and the carboxylation of phosphoenolpyruvate, were now recognized as part’and
parcel of the action in and around the chloroplast.
The prominence of the latter (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylation) in C plants had created the
illusion in some quarters4that the C pathway of
4
photosynthesis could operate more or less independently of the Calvin cycle. This was unfortu.
nate, since the discovery of C~plants was nothing
less than a milestone in our understanding of the
diversity and adaptability of photosynthetic carbon fixation. However, I must admit that, at that
time, I wasalso experiencing éonsiderable difficulty in getting the Calvin cycle-C connections into
4
perspective.
Other attractions occupied our attention in
Prague, so it was not until later, back in Weihen.
stephan (and next to the ol~testbrewery in the
world), that the fundamental~
difference between
the C pathway and the Calvin cycle was explained
7
4
to me in an article by Walker. His combination of
phraseology and clarity in writing about photosynthesis set a model that I struggled to approach
when Gibbs and Latzko, about a year later, invited
me to prepare a first draft of what is now a Citation
Classic. I suspect our paper has been recognized,
not because it is an easy reference to almost any
aspect of photosynthetic carson metabolism, but
because we strove to make a readable account of
how dozens of scientists worked in an invisible
mesh to unravel some of the details of nature’s
ultimate factory. Their efforts have not ceased,
so
8
we are continuing to write such accounts.
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